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Italy in the hands of the
servile followers of
Globalism and of the EU
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It seems incredible that even a man like Berlusconi – expert in every
type of communication and longtime enemy of communism – is not
aware of what happened in Italy when Matteo Renzi became prime
minister. On the opposite, he stated that he likes Renzi because –
besides being a man of action – he is not a communist. Berlusconi made
a serious mistake. We just saw the more public and "democratic"
representation of a wolf seizing and devouring someone belonging to his
own species; which is typical of the advent of a communist dictator.
Lenin took power in this way. After securing the consent of all, Lenin
boldly commanded: let us vote. And they all obeyed; only a small
episode showed what would come next. A guard approached Lenin and
asked him: "What do I do with this poet who does not want to vote?"
And Lenin replied: "What do you want to do, you idiot ? Shoot him!" The
poet was shot.
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These are not metaphors, this is reality. Italy has been living for years
outside of every democratic rule and out of the rules of its Constitution,
because italian governments do not need them. Italian governments are
appointed by the center of the Globalist power, whatever the name
behind which it operates: Rockefeller, Rothschild, Obama, Bilderberg,
Trilateral Commission, Aspen Institute, Council on Foreign Relations,
Council of Europe, the monarchies of Great Britain, Belgium, Holland,
who are at the head of worldwide Freemasonry and own all the central
banks, including the ECB. It is from there that have sprouted and came
forward the names of the enthusiast destroyers of European states,
through the construction of the EU. And, for the Italian area, come out
the names of Ciampi, Amato, Prodi, Napolitano, Draghi, Monti, Bonino,
Letta, Renzi. This is why today’s italian parliamentarians even forgot –
and also the President of the Republic did – that they are unlawful. "We

will complete the term" they all said with pride. Yes, of course: the
resolution of the italian Consulta on the unconstitutionality of the
electoral law is just waste paper. And this means that even the power of
the judiciary, in Italy and in Europe, is functional to the Globalist power.
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The Laboratory for the Destruction of States (the real name of the
globalist Center), has devastated Italy more than the other countries,
[destroying] the culture, the society, the sovereignty of Italy – the
economic failure is only a consequence. Because Italian politicians are
servile adepts of Globalism and of the EU; the european flag is
everywhere, even though the Treaty of Lisbon in practice abolished it.
The absolute fidelity to the will of Europe is given for granted, at the
point that the political agenda of these days has not been discussed.
Berlusconi weakly said that austerity must be reduced, but this is useless
because no one talks about denouncing the Maastricht criteria, which are
the real noose around the neck of the European economy. The ministers
of the Renzi government, in fact, are all strictly linked to Bilderberg and
Bruxelles, which means that they will work as previously did the
ministers of the Monti and Letta governments. Their goal is to kill the
Italians, to destroy their identity, creativity and freedom, and to
subordinate Italy to the Globalists’ will. It seems that even Emma Bonino
will be confirmed as foreign minister: no choice could be more foolish
than that, because equality of women is recognized only in the European
West (and not from a long time). In the rest of the world, ie in 90% of
the existing states, women are considered inferior, impure, suitable for
home and children. Therefore to appoint a woman who deals with the
authorities in those states, means that we are considered weak,
ridiculous, and doomed to fail from the start.
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